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Thermostatic Shower Column

2 Functions Thermostatic Shower Column with shelf
- Square thermostatic shower column with built-in Vernet thermoele-
ment
- Includes safety stop button at 38º
- Round tube with glass shelf, slide shower bracket, extending 1/1,2m
- Inverter integrated in the flow regulator
- PVC shower hose 1,5m
- ABS 3 functions push button handshower
- 260x260mm plastic round shower head
- Flow rate: Head shower: 12L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Flow rate: Hand shower: 9L/min MAX at 3 Bar
- Perform water pressure: 1-5 Bar
- Brass Body

Thermostatic Shower Column

Cod. HB-GRD012

Cod. HB-GRD012B

Chrome finish

Matt black finish 
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Thermostatic Shower Column

2 Functions Thermostatic Shower Column with shelf
- Round thermostatic shower column with built-in Vernet thermoele-
ment
- Includes safety stop button at 38º
- Round tube with glass shelf, slide shower bracket, extending 1/1,2m
- Inverter integrated in the flow regulator
- PVC shower hose 1,5m
- ABS 3 functions push button handshower
- 270x200mm plastic rectangular shower head
- Flow rate: Head shower: 12L/Min MAX at 3 bar
- Flow rate: Hand shower: 9L/min MAX at 3 Bar
- Perform water pressure: 1-5 Bar
- Brass Body

Thermostatic Shower Column

Cod. HB-GRD011

Cod. HB-GRD011B

Chrome finish

Matt black finish 


